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                         1. IN[ RoDucTIeN
  Let k be a number field. Let Cr be a curve of genus 2 over k defined by
                           Y? = F(X),
where degF = 6, disc(F) ; O and F E k[X]. Note that we cannot transforrri it
into Y2 = (quinkic) over k in general because k is not algebraically closed. Let J
he tke jacobian of C. The set cf a}l tke k-ratioital peiRts ef J becomes a finite}y
generated Abelian group. It is called the Mordell-Weil group und denoted by J(k).
We use height f?mctions to study this group. Height functions are furiÅëtions from
J(k) to ge. in tkis repert, we considcr two keight funÅëtions:
     . naive height h,
     . canonical height n.
[l]ke definitloRs of these keight are glveR in SectieR 4. }t is knowR that there e)cist
constants ci and c2 such that
                       c, K h(P) - ft(P) S c2
for all P E J(k). We need to compute c2 when we compute the generators of
the Mordell-Weil group J(k). Therefore it is importunt• to compute the bounds ci
aBd c2. We use muSSipSieatien femauSa$ and iecaS height junctiens te compgte ghe
bounds.
  Note that the multiplication formulas given here is not on the Jacobians but on
the Kummer surfaces assoÅëiated with the JacobiaRs, For Qur purpose, it is suMcieRt
to work on the Kttmmer surfaces.
  Local height functions are functions defined for each place of k and height func-
tions are decomposed to a weighted sum of loca} height fuRctions.
  This repoTt is orgaiiized as foi}ows: In SectioR 2, we review the basic fects of
curves of genus 2 and their Jacobians. The multiplication formulas are given in
Section 3. In Section 4, we describe height, functiorms on the Jacobians of curves
cf gellus 2. IR SeegioR 5, we deftne lecal keight ÅíunctioRs aRd describe seyeral
properties. In Section 6, we give the bounds for the difference h - h by using
multiplication formulas and local height functions.
  The resnits in thi$ report also ko!d fgT e}}ipt!c ctt,rves. See ilgl and lll].
  We eannot inciude detailed proofs in this report. For proofs, see (12]. In ['12j,
we also discuss eomputing the canonical heights.
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             2. CURVES OF GENUS 2 AND THEIR JACOBIANS
  In this section, we review the basic facts described in [2].
  We consider a curve of genus 2 over k
                          c, y2 == F(X),
where
       F(X) = f6X6 + fsX5 + f4X` + f3x3 + f2X2 + fiX + fo E klX]
is of degree 6 and has no multiple roots. We denote two points at infinity of C by
oo+ and oo-. The points oo+ and oo- are defined over k or a quadratic .extension
of k.
  Let J be the Jacobian of C. J is an Abelian surface over k. We can identify J
with PicO(C) as a group. Let e+, e- be the image of C in J via the embeddings
                 P -- (P) - (oo'), P H (P) - (co-)
respectively. Note that e+ and e- may not be defined over h. However, e+ + e-
is defined over k. e+ + e- is linearly equivalent to 2e, where e is a suitable theta
divisor on J. By a theorem of Lefschetz ([7, Section 17, p. 163]), e+ + e" is base-
point free, and 2(e+ +e-) is very ample. Since l(e+ +e-) = t(2e) = 4, we have
a morphism K: J - IP3. We call the image of rc the Kummer surface, and denote
it by K. We write rc(P) = (Ci(P),...,C4(P)). We define an involution bJ: J- J
by tJ(P) = -P. Then K is isomorphic to the quotient variety J/tJ. Note that K
has 16 singular points corresponding to elements of order 2 on J. We need not to
resolve these singular points here.
  The defining equation ofKis given by '
                   G(4,,...,g,) = ReZ + Sg, +T=: O,
where R, S, T are homogeneous polynomials of degree 2, 3, 4 respectively. Hence
G is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 4. Furthermore, G has coeMcients in
Z[fo, . . . , f6]. Explicit descriptions of rc and K are given in [2, Chapter 31.
  We denote the multiplication-by--m map on J by [m]. Since Im](-P) = -([m]P),
[m] induces a morphism oll K. We denote the morphism on K induced by the
duplication map by 6 = (6i, . . . , 64), that is, rc([2]P) = 6(rc(P)). Explicit formulas
for 6i are available at [13].
  We cannot recover rc(P + e) from only rc(P) and K((?) because P and -P are
identified through rc. However, we can obtain an unordered pair (K(P+(?), K(P-(?))
from K(P) and rc((?). Precisely, we have the following result:
Proposition 2.1 ([2, Theorem 3.4.1]). There are polynomiats Bij biquadratic in
the Ci(P), &(Q) such that
(1) (C, (P + q)C,- (P - (?) + C,• (P + (?)Ci (P - {?)) = (2Bij(rc(P),K((?)))
as pro]'ective coordinates. Furthermore, Bij have coeLtficients in Z[fo,.•.,f6]•
  Explicit formulas for Bi)• are also available at [13].
3. MULTIPLICATION FORMULAS




Theorem 3.1. There exist homogeneous polynomials ptm,i E k[Ci,...,e4] (rn 2
O,i = 1,2,3,4) such that the following conditions are satisfied:
    (i) We have
                      ttO,1 = iLo,2 = LLo,3 = O, Xto,4 = 1,
                       iLl,i = gi ,'
(2) pa2m,i=6i(ptm) (M)1),
(3) p,.+,,,C, == B,,(p.+,,pa.) (m21)
       in k[Ci,...,g4]1ÅqGÅr, where ge. = (p.,i,...,p.,4) and ÅqGÅr is the ideal
       generated by the polynomial G.
    (ii) Let k be the algebraic closure ofk. For all P E J(k), we have
                rc([M]P) = (ptm,i(rc(P)), • • • , ptm,4(rc(P)))•
Furthermore, the polynornials p.,i are uniquety determined modulo G.
Remark 3.2. In the case deg(F) = 5, Kanayama [5] wrote down the multiplication
formulas on the Jacobian J. He used hyperelliptic g3-functions.
Remark 3.3. We can compute pa.,i inductively. po,i and pti,i are defined obviously.
p2m,i is computed by (2). p2m+i,i satisfies (3), that is, there exists a homogeneous
polynomial p such that
(4) pa,.+,,iCi +pG =Bi,(pt.+,,".).
Such pt2.+i,i can be computed by using Gr6bner basis (see [1, S 5.6]). We can also
compute them by the following elementary operations. In (4), we can assume p does
not contain the variable Ci by replacing p2.+i,i if necessary. We substitute O for 6i
in (4). Then we have pGi = bi,•where Gi (resp. bi) is the pol.ynomial obtained by
substituting O for Ci in G (resp. Bii(pm+i,p.)). Hence we can calculate p = bi/Gi
and pa2.+i,i -- (bi - pG)ICi•
  We describe some properties of "m,i.
Proposition 3.4. For all m }l: O and i = 1,2,3,4, we can choose psm,i such that
p.,i has coefiicients in Z[fo,...,f6].
Lemma 3.5. For allm2O andi= 1,2,3,4, pt.,i has degree m2.
Lemma 3.6. LetO= (O,O,O,1). Then we have
              Pm,i(O) = Pm,2(O) = Pm,3(O) == O, Pm,4(O) = 1
for all m 2 O.
Proposition 3.7. We have
              pam+n,iptm-n,j + itm+n,j'pam-n,i = 2Bij'(pam,Pn)
in h[Ci, - • • , C4]1ÅqGÅr for all m, n Z O such that m 2 n and for i, j' -r 1, 2, 3, 4.
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                       4. HEIGHT FUNCTIONS
  Let Mk be the set of absolute values which extend the p-adic absolute values or
the ordinary absolute value on @. Mk is naturally identified with the set of places
on k. For vE Mk, we denote the completion of h at v by k.. Let n. = [k. :CP.].
  VS}re describe the elements in Mk closely.
  First, let v E Mk be an Archimedean absolute value. There is an embedding
a: k-C such that
                            Ixl. = la(x)l
for any x E k, where the absolute value in the right-hand side is the ordinary
absolute value on C. If icv is isomorphic to R, then the embedding a is uniquely
determined. If k. is isomorphic to C, then the embedding a is determined up to
complex conjugates.
  Next, let v E Mk be a non-Archimedean absolute value. Let Ov be the ring of
integers of k. and T. be a uniformizer of O.. We define ord.: k.Å~ . Z by
                      ord.(aT.") = n, a E O.X .
Let q. be the cardinality of the residue field O.IT.O.. Then we have
                         lxl. = q.- ordv(x)ln.
for all xE kX.
  We have the product formula:
                          2 nv iog ixl. =o
                         vEMk
for all xE kX.
  We define the naive height function h: J(k) - R by
                h(P) = [k IQ] .;., nv iog ,E}t.-x, ICt(P)l.•
h(P) is independent ofthe choice of the homogeneous coordinates (Ci(P),...,C4(P))•
  We define the canonical height function n: J(k) - R by
                       .1
                           =nlLM..-4nh([2"]P).
      h(P)
The righVhand side converges by general theory (see for instance [4, Theorem B.4.1]).
  The canonical height function has a good property with respect to the addition.
Theorem 4.1 (Parallelogram law). Let P,(? E J(k). We have
                 fi(P + Q) + n(P - Q) - 2h(p) + 2h(e).
In particular, for any integer m,
                         n([m]p) - .2n(p).
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                     5. LOCAL HEIGHT FUNCTIONS
  In this section, we describe local height functions on the Jaeobians of curves of
genus 2. 0ur definitions of local height functions are the almost same as those of
Flynn-SmaTt [31. We consider the v-adic topology in the rest of this report.
  We defifie divisors Oi on .J by
           e, mx eÅÄ -y e-, 6, = e, ÅÄdiv (gl ) (i ww 2, 3, 4).
Note that P c supp(ei) if and on}y if Ci(P) = O.
  For v E Attk, we define naive local height functions Ai,. : J(k.) X supp(ei) - R
by
                                      cj (p)
                     A,..(p) = log ,m.,a• xs, c,(p) .'
Ai,. is independent of the choice of homogeneous coordinates for rc(P). W- ehave
                                        ci("p)
                    Ai,v(P) = Aj,v(P) - }og
                                       ejÅqp) .
Åíor aBy P Åë sgpp(e" V supp(ej ).
  Te cemstruce canenica} }oca} helg}iÅí fgBctleiis, we defue a functieR Åë. : J(k.) -
sk by
                            - maxi i6i(rc(P))iv
                      epv(P)" mai)cilei(P)I3 '
The right-hand sidev is independent of the choice of homogeneous coordinates for
rc(P) since 6i are hornogeneous polynomials of degrree 4. We can show that logÅë.
is bounded and contixxuous on J(k.). Hence we can define functions Xi,.: J(k.) X
supp(ei) - R by
               Xi,v("F') = AT,v(P) + ][Il} 4.1+, log th.([2"lp).
                                n=e
We eaikhem canonicai iocai height juRc#iens oR J. By definitioB, we have
                    Xi,.(P) = Xe',v(P) - IOg fl(Åqfp'l .
for any P Åë supp(Oi) U supp(ej).
  As in the case of eMptic curves, we have the quasi-parallelogiram law.
Theorem 5.1 (Quasi-parallelogram law). Let P, Q E J(k.). IfP, Q,P+(?,P-Q Åë
supp(ei), then
   Xi,.(p+Q) -t- Xi,.(Jp - Q) - 2Xi,.(p) + 2X,,.@) - iog Bti,fpK(){li:(rc(?($,)) .•
Cerollary 5.2. Let P ff J(k.) and m År g be an integer. ij P Åë sttpp(e" and
lm]P f supp(ej), then
               x,,.(im]pÅr - m2x,,.(.p) - iGg if!E}:.g(i(,fygi41 )) .•
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Corollary 5.3. Let m tr 2 be an integer. Define a function ep.,.: J(k.) - R by
                  ep.,.(p) - m::;:::i:-fifr,:t((iiPw),)iv
Then,
             Xi,.(i'År = Ai,v(pÅr ÅÄ :lll) ,,,2iÅÄiBog Åëm,v(lm"IP)
                            n=g
forPEJ(fo.)Xsttpp(O"- '
  We consider a relatiori between global height functioms and local height functions.
We can decompose these height functions into local height functions.
Theorem 5.4. Let P G J(k) X supp(ei). Then,
                    h(p) -- [k IQ] .;M, "vAt,v("P)'
                    h(p) = [k ,I Q] .E., nvXt•v(P)'
             6. AYKICATiON: KEIGew glFFgRENCxa Be\l bS
  By general theory, it is known that there exists coms. tants ci and c2 such that
                      ci -Åq h(P) - h(P) S c2
for all P E J(k). It is important to estimate the bounds ci and c2 effectively. We
consider this problem in this section.
  Let Ok be the ring of integers of k. We assume that the coethcients fo,...,f6
belong to Ok.
  We define a function W.: J(k.) . R by
                 wv(p) = - Sl) 4Åq.i+o iog Åëv(i2"l"p),
                          n=g
By definitioR, we kave
                     hi,v(P) - Xi,v(P) = ptv(P)
for ali P E .I(h.)Nsupp(ei). Since log O. is bounded and Åëontinuous, by Weierstrass
M-test, W. is bounded and continuous on J(k.) (we comsider the v-adic topology).
Furthermore, ep. has the maximum and the minimum since J(k.) is compact. By
Theorem 5.4, we have
(5) [k ,I Q] .;,,,Ikv:Qv]Q,i,n(f,.)Vv((?)Sh(P)-A(P)
                                S lk IQ] .lli.ll,[kv : if[PvlQ.S.U(P,.Årigv({?)
for al} PE j(k). By the mswmptieR that fg,..., f6 e { Årte, we have
                          sup Åë.(Q) ::= 1
                        QEJÅqhu)
ee
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ifv is non-Archimedean (see [3, Lemma 3] or [8, p. 189, the second remark]). Hence
we have
                           inf W.(Q)=O.
                         QEJ(kv)
Therefore the left-hand side of (5) is a finite sum.
  For the infimum of Åë., the following result is known.
Theorem 6.1 ([8, Theorem 6.1]). Under the above assumption, ifv E Mk is non-
Archimedean, then
                    Q.i'Jn(f,.) Åëv (Q) ) I24 di,,(F) l.,
where disc(F) is the discriminant of F.
  By Theorem 6.1, if l24 disc(F)l. = 1, then
                           inf Åë. (Q) = 1•
                         QEJ(kv)
Therefore the right-hand side of (5) is a finite sum. In [8] and [9], further improve-
ments for non-Archimedean absolute values are described.
  From now on, we mainly consider Archimedean absolute values although the
following results also hold for non-Archimedean absolute values.
  By Corollary 5.3, we have
                Wv(P) = - Si) .2i+,) log Åë.,.([m"]P)
                         n=O
for all PE J(k.). We define
             -1•            Em,v=QErp(fk.)tpm,v(C2), 6hlv=QESJU(Pk.)Åërn•v((l})'
Let
                         log 6m,v
                           log Em,v
                 S. (rn) =. m2 - i , Tv (M) :=: m2 - i '
Then we have the following proposition:
Proposition 6.2. Letv E IL/Ik andm }) 2 be an integer. Then, for alt PE J(k.),
                      S.(m) S W.(P) ( T.(m).
Remark 6.3. This proposition also holds for elliptic curves. See [10, Proposition 3.4] .
Corollary 6.4. Let m ) 2 be an integer. Then
         [k IQ] .;., nv Sv(m) g h(P) -A(P) s Ik ,iqp] .;t, nvTv(m)
for alt P E J(k).
  We have the following results for S.(m) and T.(m). The same holds for elliptic
curves (see [10]). The proofs of them are the same as those in [111.
Proposition 6.5. Let m ) 2, t ) 1 be integers. Then,
                  S. (m) s S. (mi), T. (mt) s T. (m),
that is, the bounds in Propasition 6.2 become sharper when we change m to mt.
  We can estimate the differences between the extrema of Åëv and S.(m), T.(m)
by the following proposition and its corollaries.
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Proposition 6.6. Letm ) 2 be an integez Then,
                                 il N
                      S.(rn) S
                                               W.(P)] ,O E{ pEiEnf(k )Wv(P) - m2 - i kpESE"Pk.) g?"(P) - pEiEnf(k.)
                                 il X
   O ( Tv(M) - .,S."Pk.)Wv(P) g ,.2 - 1 k.ESEUPk.) Vv(P) - p.iEnf(k.) Wv(P)] '
Corollary 6.7.
         Iim S.(m)= inf W.(P), lim T.(m)== sup Vu(P).
        m-oo PEE(ktt) M-oo PEE(kv)
  We can estimate the difference between the theoretical bounds and the bounds
in Proposition 6.2 by the following coroilary.
Corollary 6.8.
                                         1
             O g .,i.nf(,.)Wv(p) - s. (m) s ., (T. (m) - s.(m)) ,
                                         1
             OS Tv(M) -p.sEup,.) Wv(P) S ., (T. (m)- S.(m)). ,
  As described above, we can estirnate W. with arbitrary accuracy at least theo-
retically. However, actual computations are quite diMcult because the size of ".,i
increases rapidly.
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